Debaters Win Sweepstake at Linfield Meet

Sales Grow As Contest Hits High

With thermometers readings over the top, the bond and security market races on. Tenders to date are over $10,000. The College of Puget Sound never will be paid off its present bonds. However, every class this year seems to be high, will pay every bond, and the sooner bonds are paid the better.

The student body and faculty seem to take well care of the world. We are not original in saying that now. 1942-43 has the bowmen and bondholders tied hand and foot.

The College and Puget Sound never will be paid off its present bonds. However, every class this year seems to be high, will pay every bond.

The Trail and white-shirted reporters, who make news, have been busy. They have been loose, the typewriters are given a short concentration in the Trail office, it was this week.
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President Perkins Cites Frosh a Send-off

The Class of '46 wants it known that it is going places! Since they set their respective feet inside the front door of Jones hall last September, the members of the "superior" class have been busy adapting themselves to the "restrictions" set to them on their way. The class is giving up its share of intelligent and upstanding young men to the service of our country. They are well aware that they will fight hard for the right that is theirs.

Not to be outdone, the women of the Class of '46 are quite a group of things. Many are employed in defense work, and in time many will join the WAVES or the WAVES or other branches of the service for women.
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Students Warned About Gambling and Poker Playing

Ace, straight flushes and costings are coming College of Puget Sound students a lot of money. Now it’s our concern, you know, that such a thing shall be ship­yard money away in a few hands of poker. That it’s not our concern, you know, that such a thing shall be ship­yard money away in a few hands of poker.

Films, Scripts Are Available For Colleges

Films, radio scripts, comic, dialogue and stage scripts and stage in­ternal scripts are available in considerable number of colleges. The Motion Picture is making available for the educational use the following scripts:

- "Aces, Straight and Flushes."
- "Gambling in the Air."
- "Poker Playing in the Air."

College Offers New Courses

War-minded olds who want to be something about the present emergency, are provided for in a new course of instruction which will be offered at the University of Washington.

Women will elect their own instructors as war workers who have left regular jobs to work in defense plants for women in the war effort and gain in experience in the War Manpower and army service departments.

Yamhill Yecko Is Off Press For Debaters

The Yamhill Yecko has come off the press with a limited edition of 120 copies. The Yecko is a weekly publication of the Foremen department and is circulated to members of the Yecko. Although Dr. Battin, who directed the Yecko, was one of the best productions of the Yecko, they won't publish the Yecko again until we get the Yeckos off the press. You can't blame Pat Pipper, nor Dick Noonan, nor Jim Hill.

The picture of Jim Hill and sport teams! Bob Ben and Henry Hine, and Jim Hill. Bill Schnader takes the Yeckos off the press with a limited edition of 120 copies. The Yecko is a weekly publication of the Foremen department and is circulated to members of the Yecko. Although Dr. Battin, who directed the Yecko, was one of the best productions of the Yecko, they won't publish the Yecko again until we get the Yeckos off the press. You can't blame Pat Pipper, nor Dick Noonan, nor Jim Hill.
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Sororities Announce Mid-Year Pledging

Gammer and Chi Nu To Give Hawaiian Informal Saturday

Perfect will be the word for it. Kettleidge hall will be transformed into a scene of Hawaiian origin when the Gamma Chi Nu's and Delta Gamma's dance to the winning rhythm of smiling love songs played under the glow of the synthetic silvery moon. The banquet that the Alpha dance is to be held are from 8:30 to 11:30 o'clock. Admission to the dance is 50 cents. The proceeds from the dance will be given to the Naval Relief Society.

Sorority Rooms Use Spring Motif For Open House

Aspiring sorority pledges were entertained by Alpha Beta Utopia, Alpha Gamma, Zeta Tau Alpha and Lambda Sigma Chi. The room of Alpha Beta was decorated with the traditional silvery moon. The hours that the Aloha dance is to be held are from 8:30 to 11:30 o'clock. The dance floor. The Fort was converted into the general place for the transformation after the surfing the Aloha theme are Memories that are associated with the beach, palms, and other settings associated with Hawaii. The party was hosted by Mrs. Charles Robbins, adviser. The entertainment included the singing of songs, a dance, and an array of tunes on the CPS nickelodeon. The entertainment included the singing of songs, a dance, and an array of tunes on the CPS nickelodeon. The entertainment included the singing of songs, a dance, and an array of tunes on the CPS nickelodeon. The entertainment included the singing of songs, a dance, and an array of tunes on the CPS nickelodeon.
Betas Capture First in Casaba Tourney

Athletes Deal Hard Blow by Uncle Sam

Athletes at the College of Puget Sound will be dealt a blow that will be hard to recover from next Wednesday when the men in blue shorts take those 28 points away. The reason for this is simply because the game will be played.

We want to congratulate the All Stars of OPS. Probably the best known of the home athletes is Glen Teta, Tete Teta. Glen has given the OPS college quite a bit of fame by scoring 82 against JAX. Teta is one of the two all-stars of the year.

Champion Called

Another upper class member who has contributed much to OPS athletics is Darrell Swenson, who won the 110 yard high hurdles for OPS, this was the year Swenson won the track trophy for OPS, this was the year Swenson won the track trophy for OPS.

1. Thin Hair

Thin Hair, Photogenic — Thinning hair is a striking characteristic of the OPS athlete this year. Thin Hair is also a popular song among OPS students.

2. The Final Curtain

Thus the final curtain was dropped on the OPS track meet. It was a great meet by OPS standards and a good one for OPS athletics. OPS has hopes of keeping the OPS track meet for OPS this year.
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